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BIOSKIN MEDICAL CARE TRAINIG MODEL SERIES

THE INJECTION TRANING MODEL
The ”BIOSKIN” Medical care training model series of REGINA is the dummy for the medical-education which repro-

duced the feel of a material of the skin and the elasticity of the skin realistically by the unique elastomer resin finish 

technology.

■

The acquisition of the injection hand skill which is a basic technology can not 

miss practicing repeatedly.

"BIOSKIN" The injection training model is the teaching materials which are 

excellent about the cost performance ratio which can do a practice repeatedly 

until it is difficult for the trace of the needle to be left and it consents.

The "BIOSKIN" injection training model which reproduced the feel of a material 

and the elasticity of the skin surface can use a double needle, too.

It is useful for the practice of the hand skill of the biopsie and the chemical 

grouting and so on, too.

Because the reappearance of the position and the depth of the vein vein which 

passes inside the arm, and the shape and the pores, the wrinkles of the dorsum
-manus part, the feel of a material, the elasticity of the skin and so on, too, reap
-pear, it is possible to do the education than the confirmation of the vein position 

by the palpation and so on more practicing.

If seeing from the reverse when having removed a vein in practice, and so on, because it makes a principal material 

transparent, because the insertion condition of the needle can be confirmed, the insertion angle and the insertion 

depth, its habit and the point which is careful and so on can be grasped.

By the realizing keenly of the resistance and the thorn which approximates the 

living body which "BIOSKIN" has, the feel when piercing skin with the needle, the 

implant sense to the vein can be realistically felt.

You can practice repeatedly without needle mark 
remains

■ Indwelling needle can be used.

■ The centesis condition can be confirmed from the 
reverse.

The judgement can do that the needle caught a vein correctly in the right or wrong of the piston operation.Of course, 

it is possible for the back flow and so on to confirm, too, if using the imitation fluid-infusion kit of the option.

■ The accuracy of the implant can be easily confirmed.

■ It is possible to do the confirmation of the vein 
position by the palpation.

■ It is reproducing the centesis resistance of the 
human body.

* The implant possible number of times to the same place: About 50 times

A needle trace isn't left.
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It is possible to use a indwelling needle.

The realistic outward form and the feel of 
a material, the give of the skin

The vein can be seen because the reverse is transparent.

When it is possible to insert in the endovascular

When having removed a vein

It is an implant in the side of 
the vein. It pierces a vein.
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BIO SKIN
series

Realistic Skin Feel

Breast Cancer Palpation 
Training Model



BIO SKIN Medical Training Kit Series
The REGINA BIO SKIN medical training kit series is a series of anatomical models for medical training made using our 
unique elastomer resin processing technology to realistically r eproduce the feeling and elasticity of human skin.  
The breast cancer palpation training model is made using Bioski n, and is the perfect tool for teaching self-checking 
techniques.

Transparent Construction Moderates Psychological Resistance 
The BIO SKIN has the realistic feel of human skin, yet is made transparent to reduce any sense of realism and 
moderate psychological resistance to touching the model. This moderation of psychological resistance during 
self-checking education ensures the model can be used effectively in enabling users to experience the actual 
feeling of lumps. 
It is therefore possible to increase the opportunity for women to experience self-checking in such places as 
hospital waiting rooms and events where many women gather.

Breast Cancer Palpation Model

Color

Size

Transparent (model body)

Does not include dedicated plate.

Super Clamp (white) 
and Adapter Set

Can also be used as 
a free-standing model

Commercially available UV light can be used.

255 x 180 x 60 mm
(Model body:170 x 125 x 58 mm)

BMC-01 BOM-001

UV light 

Clamp can be used to fix the model to a desk for demonstration p urposes.

Dedicated Clamp

Option

Visual Observation Using a UV Light
The lumps  implanted in  the  Breast  Cancer  
Palpation Model show up under a UV light. The 
ability to visually observe lumps as well as feel 
them enables more precise confirmation of the 
size and location where such lumps commonly 
occur. 

Checking Lumps by Palpation
The incidence distribution (see diagram) and size 
of the lumps have been calculated based on 
various actual patient data, and lumps (simulated 
tumors) of various sizes have been implanted. 
Users can experience palpating the feel and onset 
of tumors in a variety of different positions.
Please note that there may be differences in the lumps (simulat ed 
tumors) implanted in each product for manufacturing reasons.

Lump (simulated tumor)

Size and specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

Breast Cancer Palpation Model 
(for addition/replacement)
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BIO SKIN
series

Realistic Reproduction
of Human Skin Texture

Suture Training Plate
BIO SKIN Medical Training Kit Series



BIO SKIN Medical Training Kit Series
The REGINA BIO SKIN medical training kit series is a series of anatomical models for medical training made using our 
unique elastomer resin processing technology to realistically r eproduce the feeling and elasticity of human skin.  

Check the Aesthetic Outcome from Wrinkles
The amount of tightness used when suturing can be confirmed by w rinkles. The 
conventionally difficult to evaluate aesthetic outcome can now b e judged easily.

No Stickiness 
We are able to control stickiness that occurred through the use  of conventional 
elastomer resins using our unique processing technology. Powder  is not used on 
the products, enabling the realistic reproduction of the feelin

Multi-layer Construction for Natural Elasticity
Our unique laminating technology enables us to closely replicat e the surface 
elasticity of human skin. This gives a realistic puncture resistance when practicing 
sutures or needling.

Subcutaneous Suture Training
The 5mm skin thickness type can be used for such training as su bcutaneous suture 
training and suturing on thick skin areas such as the head or b uttocks. The 
transparent type can be used for checking and evaluating subcut aneous sutures as 
well as for demonstrations.    

Repetitive Training without Leaving Needle Marks
Can be used for repetitive training as needle marks from suturi ng and injection 
needles are barely visible.

Outstanding Cost Performance
Each sheet can be used for many practices due to the excellent durability of the material.Multiple sheets can 
be used on a conventional teaching material budget.

Hygienic
No need for preparation or hygiene concerns unlike conventional  pig skin practice applications. Also perfect 

BPW-05L

BPC-05L

Product Line

Product name

Cross-section Cross-section Cross-section

Skin thickness 
Color
Size

Standard color
1mm 5mm 5mm

Standard color Transparent
120 x 120 x 15 mm (thickness) 120 x 120 x 15 mm (thickness) 120 x 120 x 15 mm (thickness) 

BIO SKIN plates (BP series) are made with special materials tha t resemble human skin and that have a similar surface 
elasticity or insertion resistance, which can be seen in the fo rm of wrinkles when suturing. The transparent type is ideal for  
subcutaneous suture training and demonstrations.

BPS-01L Standard color BPW-05L 2 layer BPC-05L Transparent 

BP-STAND
This is a dedicated stand for BIO SKIN Plates (BP 
series). The arched shape enables open wound 
suture practice. It can be attached to the arm or leg 
using the band, enabling easy practical training.
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